Abstract: Hematocrit (Hct) as an indicator of blood viscosity and mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) were assessed according to the season in adult participants of health screenings conducted throughout Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo. Data was collected at the end of summer (April) and the end of winter (August) and identified by gender. Male Hcts in August were significantly higher ($P < 0.0001$) than in April (48.3% ± 4.2% and 45.7% ± 2.3%, respectively) while male MAP (85.0 ± 8.4 mm Hg) was identical to that recorded in April (85.4 ± 7.7 mm Hg). August female Hcts (41.4% ± 3.1%) were statistically higher than those recorded in April (39.6% ± 1.9%, $P = 0.001$), MAP being 82.3 ± 7.3 vs 87.9 ± 6.6 mm Hg, respectively ($P = 0.0001$). Systolic and diastolic blood pressures, heart rate, body mass indices, ages, and personal and familial medical histories of the August and April groups were not significantly different. This study offers further support for the assertion that the relationship between blood viscosity and pressure of a healthy population shows that increased Hct, and therefore increased blood viscosity is associated with lowered MAP, and presumably peripheral vascular resistance.
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Introduction

Blood viscosity is a determinant of peripheral vascular resistance, and therefore cardiovascular function and blood pressure. The classic conceptualization indicates that increased blood viscosity leads to increased peripheral vascular resistance, leading in general to increased blood pressure. However, the nature of the functional relationship between blood viscosity and blood pressure is presently undergoing a major revision in view of studies showing that in some populations increased blood viscosity related to increased hematocrit (Hct) leads to decreased blood pressure. Furthermore, experimental studies show that acute, small increases of Hct, within the range of the normal variability of this parameter in the population leads to a significant lowering of blood pressure.

Hct in the population presents variability due to genetics, environmental factors, diet, age, exercise, etc. It also presents significant seasonal variations. Furthermore, there are reports that significant departures from the Hct norm may constitute hidden cardiovascular risk factors for healthy individuals. These considerations prompted the examination of the results of health screenings conducted in voluntary adults (age ≥18 years) throughout Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), by the Group de Reflection, Actions et Etude de Culture (GRAEC), a nongovernmental organization. The results were scrutinized according to gender, Hct, and blood pressure...
values in the participating populations from the end of summer (April), and the end of winter (August) in order to determine their ability to compensate for the changes in blood viscosity and explore the associated potential health risk factors.

**Research design and methods**

**Inclusion criteria**

The health care screening database of participants during August 2008 and April 2009, constituting 365 and 160 mixed male and female individuals, respectively, was further characterized. The months of April and August were chosen due to availability of comprehensive data as well as having opposing seasonal climates. Furthermore, these months correspond to the end of the corresponding season, thus providing for a prolonged period of adaptation to the related environmental conditions. However, participants during August did not return in April. Inclusion of participant results followed a rigorous inspection of thoroughly completed examination records. Exclusion criteria were diabetes, hypertension, currently afflicted by malaria or other blood disease, pregnancy, lactation, smoking, and major surgery within six months prior to screening. Individuals were also required to have a fasting blood glucose (FBG) less than or equal to 110 mg/dL and a mean arterial pressure (MAP) equal to or below 100 mm Hg. MAP was determined using equation 1, where \( P \) stands for pressure:

\[
\text{MAP} = P_{\text{diastolic}} + \frac{1}{3}(P_{\text{systolic}} - P_{\text{diastolic}}) \quad (1)
\]

Procedures for the current analysis were approved by the DRC Minister of Health as well as the Health Zone Chief of Kinshasa.

Participants with abnormal test results, according to the American Heart Association,\(^1\)\(^2\) were referred to their local physician for secondary testing and treatment. No further interventions were made following normal results.

**Health care screening methodology and biochemistry**

Blood pressures, taken prior to blood sample collection, were measured using battery-operated automatic blood pressure monitors, approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Antecubital vein blood samples were taken by experienced technical personnel, supervised by medical practitioners, using nonheparinized needles and syringes. FBG and Hct were directly determined from blood samples. FBG was measured using a standard blood glucose system, approved for personal glucose testing by the US FDA. Blood sample Hct was established following centrifugation of heparinized capillary tubes (13,000 g for 3 min, at 20 °C with a Power-Spin BX Centrifuge; Unico, Dayton, NJ USA).

**Climate**

Kinshasa’s climate can be described as tropical. During the months of May through August, the so-called dry season, temperatures range from 18.3 to 26.7 °C, with low humidity. During the rainy season, extending from October through April, temperatures range from 29.4 and 37.8 °C, with high humidity. Data on monthly mean temperatures in Kinshasa were obtained for August 2008 and April 2009 from an international weather information website, Weather Underground (see http://www.wunderground.com/history/airport/FZAA).

**Data analysis**

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Data comparisons made between and within groups were analyzed using the unpaired t-test or a correlation analysis. Differences were considered significant for \( P < 0.05 \). All statistics were calculated using GraphPad Prism 4.01 (GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA, USA).

**Results**

A total of 365 male and female individuals were examined during the month of August, with a final inclusion of 140 individuals who passed the inclusion criteria, yielding a mean Hct of 45.0% ± 4.5% and mean MAP of 83.7 ± 7.6 mm Hg. The same examinations were conducted in 200 male and female individuals during the month of April, with final inclusion of 92 individuals with mean Hct 43.1% ± 3.7% and MAP of 86.6 ± 7.1 mm Hg.

Kinshasa is located below the equator. In terms of seasonal variations of temperature, August is one of the colder months of the year and April is one of the warmer months. According to records, average monthly temperatures for August 2008 and April 2009 were 22.7 °C and 30.0 °C, respectively. The data shows that Hcts recorded in August were statistically higher than those recorded in the hotter month of April (\( P = 0.001 \); Figure 1). MAP values collected in August were 2.9 mm Hg lower when compared to those recorded in April, a difference that was also statistically significant (\( P = 0.004 \); Figure 1).

The seasonal variation in Hct in Kinshasa was also found when the data was separated according to gender. Male Hcts in the month of August were significantly higher (\( P < 0.0001 \)) than those measured in April (48.3% ± 4.2% and 45.7% ± 2.3%, respectively), however, male MAP in
August (85.0 ± 8.4 mm Hg) was identical to that recorded in April (85.4 ± 7.7 mm Hg, Figure 2A).

Female Hcts during August (41.4% ± 3.1%) were statistically higher when compared to those recorded in April (39.6% ± 1.9%, P = 0.001). Conversely, female MAP levels recorded in August (82.3 ± 7.3 mm Hg) were significantly lower than those measured in April (87.9 ± 6.6 mm Hg), the difference being statistically significant (P = 0.0001; Figure 2B).

The population as a whole showed that in general MAP decreased as Hct increased and vice versa, with some differences in the extent of the effects when men and women were analyzed separately. Correlation analysis between MAP and Hct within any given group did not show statistical significance, yielding positive as well as negative trends, with very low R² values (<0.05), and low statistical significance with P > 0.05 (data not shown).

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures, heart rate (Table 1), body mass indices, ages, and personal and familial medical histories of the August and April groups were not found to be significantly different.

**Discussion**

Our principle finding is that the seasonal difference of Hct in the adult population of Kinshasa exhibits an inverse relationship to the corresponding MAP changes. During the cooler season (August) Hcts are higher, while MAP is lower and vice versa, where the variation is significantly different. This result differs from those in previous studies carried out in healthy patients and patients undergoing dialysis, where Hct increased during the warm period of the year; however, comparison of effects between healthy individuals and those undergoing dialysis may be problematic. Notably, in either case regardless of the season in which Hct changes occurred, MAP decreased when Hct increased. Seasonal variations of Hct were found in both males and females; however, changes of both Hct and MAP were only found in the female population.

The seasonal differences in temperature would not appear to be sufficient to explain the observed changes in Hct in the
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**Figure 1** Variation in hematocrit and mean arterial pressure due to seasonal differences between August and April, of the mixed male and female adult population in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo.

**Notes:** Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. ***P ≤ 0.001 vs August hematocrit. ###, P < 0.01 vs August mean arterial pressure.
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**Figure 2** Variation in hematocrit and mean arterial pressure due to seasonal differences between August and April, of separate male A) and female B) adult populations in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo.

**Notes:** Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. ***P < 0.001 vs August hematocrit. **P < 0.01 vs August hematocrit. ###P ≤ 0.0001 vs August mean arterial pressure.
The present study. However, these changes cannot be attributed to variation in the diet, which is minimally affected by the slight seasonal variation of the type of fruit, vegetable, and protein sources available in Kinshasa. Similarly, the daily activities of the general population throughout Kinshasa do not significantly vary from climactic season to season. Seasonal Hct fluctuations have been previously related to hemodilution due to increased environmental temperature. However, exposure to high environmental temperatures induces sweating, lowering total fluid availability, and may induce hemocoagulation. This was not apparent from the results from the April screenings. This may be in part due to the general increase in fluid intake due to increased temperatures.

In these studies we assume that Hct is the principal determinant of blood viscosity, as shown by Kameneva and colleagues. In ideal conditions we would measure blood viscosity directly; however, this option was not available for the purpose of this study. Consequently, other effects due to occult diseases or conditions not apparent at the time of blood sampling, that could influence blood viscosity could not be accounted for.

The inverse relationship between small, acute Hct increases and the corresponding change (decrease) in blood pressure was previously shown to be related to increased blood viscosity and the stimulation of nitric oxide (NO) production due to increased shear stress in the vasculature, leading to vasodilation. A similar effect was found in wild-type mice but not in eNOS knockout mice, suggesting that this response is related to the ability of the endothelium to sense shear stress stimuli due to changes in Hct and therefore blood viscosity. Therefore our study, showing that seasonally increased Hct leads to a lowered blood pressure in females suggests that this population presents a normal endothelial function. The male population, exhibiting the same mean arterial blood pressure independently of Hct and season, suggests that its endothelial function is equally responsive to the shear stress stimulus, however, to a lesser degree than in the female population.

The sampled male population was not hypertensive and did not show evidence of endothelial dysfunction. However, the comparatively lesser ability to respond to the increased Hct and, therefore, blood viscosity stimulus by comparison to women suggests a lower capacity for vascular regulation via the production of vasodilators in response to increased blood viscosity. This condition may lead to an increased risk of eventual development of hypertension and other vascular diseases. This contention is in part supported by the finding that healthy normotensive young males with intermediate to high Hcts, 43.3%–45.2% and >45.2% respectively, were reported to have statistically higher blood pressures, compared to those with low Hct (<43.25%). Elevated Hct levels were previously associated with hypertension and other cardiovascular disease risk factors.

Longo-Mbenga and colleagues also reported that male gender, Hct, and fibrinogen levels, along with other cardiovascular parameters, are significant predictors of ischemic stroke mortality for Africans.

Table 1 Blood pressures and heart rates of the adult population in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health screening period</th>
<th>Systolic pressure (mm Hg)</th>
<th>Diastolic pressure (mm Hg)</th>
<th>Heart rate (beats/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 2008</td>
<td>114.7 ± 12.6</td>
<td>68.5 ± 8.2</td>
<td>73.3 ± 11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2009</td>
<td>117.4 ± 14.0</td>
<td>70.0 ± 7.7</td>
<td>70.7 ± 12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

The relationship between Hct and blood pressure in healthy and diseased populations is yet to be defined, and reliable health standards for African countries are slowly emerging. Our findings showing a decreased response to Hct in males suggests the latent inability to regulate vascular tone with greater variation in blood viscosity and/or flow velocity. Therefore, monitoring blood pressures of high Hct normotensive African males, as with hypertensives, is advised.

Increased cardiovascular related deaths during winter months have been causally linked with the seasonal influences, winter peak and summer through blood pressure observations in Australia, Asia, Europe, and North and South America. Parry and colleagues also reported a seasonal increase in cardiac failure in a mixed Nigerian population. However, peaks were due to hot and humid weather and cardiac failure was linked only to elevated female blood pressures, during the same period, but Hct was not reported in this study. Although Cheung and colleagues reported their study population of 64.5% African Americans showed the trend of blood pressure increase as temperatures drop, the other studies cited did not report inclusion of Africans in the study populations. Therefore, it is likely that African populations have distinct traits, leading to approaches for administering health care that should be different from those for westernized and/or better investigated populations, including westernized populations with African ancestry.
In conclusion our study further supports the contention that the relationship between Hct/blood viscosity and blood pressure in the healthy population is counterintuitive, since the increased blood viscosity due to seasonal factors leads to lowered or unaffected blood pressure. It is likely that other factors also influence this outcome, however, this result conforms to the hypothesis that increased blood viscosity leads to increased shear stress, which in turn acts on the functional endothelium results in the increased release of NO and other vasoactive mediators, causing vasodilation and lowering peripheral vascular resistance. This mechanism determines that the circulation as a whole, in the healthy organism, does not respond to changes in blood viscosity as expected from a system of rigid conduits where blood flows according to Poiseuille’s law because tube diameters are flow sensitive.26,27 Finally, the MAP/Hct relationship and seasonal Hct variation demonstrated may serve to indicate impaired vascular regulation and the potential for increased cardiovascular risk.
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